To the house rules
Dear camping guests!
Welcome to the campsite by the swimming lake in Kleblach. We
wish you a nice and relaxing stay!
For a harmonious coexistence at the place and a smooth and
undisturbed process, we ask you to observe the following
LOCATION
For the campsite at the leisure and recreation facility in Kleblach
Registration and deregistration
Access to the campsite is only possible after registering at the reception
allowed.
The departure takes place after deregistering at the reception.
Visitors have to register at the reception and have that Leave the premises by 10 p.m. Failure to
comply will result in the
Personal fee in full automatically on the final invoice
visited family set.
The regulation of the arrival and departure times as well as the opening times of the
Reception is the responsibility of the operator. They are posted on the
Refer to reception.
Amount of the fee
The fees for our campsite are borne by the operator
and can be found on the notice at reception.
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Type and extent of use of the facilities of the
Campsite
The parking space limits and the parking space regulations must be strictly adhered to.
Tents may only be set up on the spaces provided for them
will.
Cars, trailers or the like are only allowed on your own parking space
or be parked in the designated parking spaces. For
Cars parked in unfamiliar parking spaces will be parked without warning
Final invoice a parking fee will be charged. Washing the

Vehicles are not permitted.
The use of parking spaces is at your own risk. the
The owner is not required to guard parking spaces or her own
Areas and other facilities to wait for the vehicles in front
Damage (e.g. from nails on the surfaces, broken glass
or potholes).
The demarcation of the stands with fences (ropes, chains, etc.)
and building moats / water channels around tents and
Caravans are not allowed.
Make sure that nobody gets caught by tent pegs, tent cords or
other camping accessories are at risk. Badly label
recognizable sources of danger with clearly visible markings.
The place must be left clean and tidy.
We ask you to be responsible for the order and cleanliness of the
Campsite to wear. The systems and facilities are in
To treat the interests of all guests with care. In case of damage
The facilities and facilities of the campsite are liable
Causer of damage. In the event of damage, an immediate
Report to the site administration.
Smoking is in the sanitary facilities, in the lounge and in the
Mobile homes prohibited.
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Open fire pits and fireworks are for safety reasons
forbidden.
Do not grill with a lot of smoke.
Dogs are not allowed in the bathing area and must be in the entire area
always be kept on a leash. Dog contamination
must be removed by the owner immediately.
Boundaries around the campsite (fences, hedges, etc.) are not allowed
be climbed or climbed over. Please also note the respective
Information signs and prohibition signs on the entire facility.
The instructions of the camping staff must be followed

Afford. In the event of a violation, a dismissal can be issued
will.
For damage caused by the loss or theft of money, valuables, etc.
as well as injuries or accidents, no liability is accepted.
Waste / garbage
Waste may only be disposed of in the designated waste containers
will. Separation of waste is mandatory!
Bulky waste is to be disposed of by each camper himself or is only allowed to
Can be turned off in consultation with the reception.
Water sewage
Water is a precious commodity. Please use it sparingly and
educate your children about this too.
The discharge of any sewage into the subsoil, into open areas Flumes, etc. are not allowed. Waste
water from caravans
(Chemical toilet) may only be poured into the drains provided for this purpose
Sanitary facilities are disposed of and may only be rinsed there
will.
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Sanitary facilities
We ask you not to enter the sanitary facilities with street shoes
and keep it clean. Children under 6 years of age are allowed to enter the
Facilities only permitted when accompanied by an adult.
Dishes and laundry may only be used in the designated areas
intended system parts are cleaned.
Refrain from annoying noise and duration of rest periods
You are only allowed to drive at walking pace on the entire camping area
(Motor vehicles, bicycles, inline skates, skateboards or similar)
will. The applies on all roads in the campsite
Road traffic regulations.
Rest periods:
o Lunch break from 12.30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.
o Quiet from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Unnecessary noise pollution from radios, televisions, hammers,
Disposal of glass bottles, banging doors, etc. are permanent
Bathing rules
Fun and relaxation in the cool water. Refreshing when it's hot, cooling off on the hottest days - here,
too, we stick to a few rules.

